
The New WMD-Scandal 
 

 

I could have chosen many other titles for this essay, some reflecting the intended act of 

war of Israel on Iran, probably dragging many other countries into it. But I preferred 

this, because the claim of WMD (weapons of mass-destruction) should ring a bell in the 

cranium of people in general as a sign of intense propaganda warfare. Nuclear weapons, 

such as Iran is claimed to develop and its enemies posses, are a sort of WMD, as their 

use in 1945 over Hiroshima and Nagasaki clearly demonstrates. 

Saddam Hussein’s WMD 

The official reason for the war 2003 (which had been decided upon between George 2nd 

Bush and Tony Blair almost a year before) was Iraq’s alleged possession of WMD. 

Although none of their secret services reported certain indication of any WMD, politicians 

continued with stubborn repetition and false ‘proofs,’ including freely interpreted photos. 

 In 1981, Israel bombed a nuclear power plant in Iraq (Operation Opera [1]) and in 

2007 they bombed something in Eastern Syria, which they (perhaps rightly) claimed also 

was the same [2]. In both cases, the bombing was an act of war. 

Iran’s alleged WMD 

Israel and its followers, henceforth termed ‘the West,’ accused Iran by allegedly new 

evidence to be developing nuclear weapons. These claims practically started in 2004 

when a mysterious figure handed over to the CIA a laptop he had purloined from an 

Iranian technician purportedly working at a nuclear plant in Iran. Iran has consistently 

refused any plans about using nuclear power for military purposes. US intelligence 

assessments through March 2011 (the latest one) found no evidence of Iranian nuclear 

weapons development [3] and IAEA was cautious with its statements. That changed as 

Western allies replaced El Baradei with Yukiya Amano, known to be more amenable to 

their interests. Six ballots and heavy pressure eliminated South Africa's Abdul Samad 

Minty. The new UN nuclear watchdog presented no new facts concerning the Iranian 

nuclear program – but instead deliberately politicized the existing ones, largely ignoring 

Tehran’s willingness to cooperate [4]: the West demanded answers of its accusations – 

and its humble servants, the mainstream media, posed deaf when such answers were 

given [5]. Uneasy of the tension caused by the open talk of war, China, Turkey and 

Russia warned against warned against it, keeping their own position in case of war open. 

 Among the new ‘proofs’ of Iran’s alleged interests are various satellite images of 

structures with an uncertain function. The parallel to the American photos of an alleged 

mobile Iraqi bio-weapons unit, presented 2003 by Colin Powell to the UN-SC. Later, he 

has expressed regret  

Prediction for the coming war 

In February 2007, I liberated Iran from Chap. 6 (together with Lebanon and Syria) to an 

own Chap. 26 in my excel-file of alternative news [6], under the impression of imminent 

war with Israel – instead, the war-obsessed country directed its energy against Gaza in 

May and Lebanon in June [7]. In the brutal war on Lebanon, which cost ~1300 Lebanese 

lives, among whom only few were Hezbollah-militants, Israel used depleted uranium, a 

WMD causing radioactive pollution in the South of Beirut. Towards the end of the war, 

they threw millions of cluster-bombs towards the border area, to serve as landmines 

when the inhabitants returned. In December 2007, they started another destructive war 
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against the Ghetto of Gaza with ~1400 fatalities, again mostly civilians and again roughly 

a third of them children. Here, the WMD white phosphor was repetitively used against 

civilian targets. 

 These recent events show that the Zionist regime has no scruples against whatever 

war crime, including use of WMD in their conflicts. I made in 2009 some thoughts how 

the war could start with an Israeli false-flag attack, to quote myself [8]: 
 Israel is now in possession of a large deposit of nuclear war-heads, estimated to 200-400 in 

number. Moreover, they possess of vehicles to transfer the deadly load far away, thus 
threatening every country in the world. These vehicles consist of the Dolphin-submarines 
that were partly presented, partly bought at discount prices from Germany and later 
remodelled in San Diego for nuclear missiles. Acknowledging Israel’s preference for false-flag 

actions, these submarines can also be used for an attack on an ally with conventional 
weapons, e.g. an American warship in the Persian Gulf, claiming to the world that the 
Iranians have attacked. 

It need not be a large vessel for our propaganda-media to amplify the ship to a large 

one. In the Tonkin Bay attack, no offense sufficed to precipitate the Vietnam War, but 

the Israelis prefer a real event; after all, they tried it before [9]. 

Barking dogs, or Israel’s reason for the war 

The dog that barks, doesn’t bite, goes an old saying of doubtful value, and the perpetual 

threats in many years makes me think of that. However, Israel is a dog that both barks 

and bites, and it may do so anytime, taking USA and perhaps other allies with it in the 

showdown. That opens for speculation, what Israel expects to gain from this war. The 

two countries are too far apart to be of any direct danger to another. 

 As Palestine’s support by most countries in the world has shown, Israel has a 

declining image in the world due to its continuing and outrageous apartheid policies [10]. 

They have not succeeded, and hardly attempted, to repair this impression. But also Iran 

has a battered image in the World. It is Israel’s hope that a war between Iran and USA 

(Israel will hardly contribute after the initial false-flag attack) will place Palestine’s 

destiny away from the general attention. Over the further course, I dare not predict. 
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